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INTRODUCTION
With the ardent, unified, political support of nuclear utilities and other users of radioactive
materials, states managed to avert a national crisis in low-level radioactive waste disposal in
1979. The interstate compacts formed as a result of those efforts in the 1980’s have successfully
negotiated over two decades to provide the nation with almost continuous access to disposal and
treatment facilities. Now, twenty-three years later, another crisis looms on the horizon.
DESCRIPTION OF A NATIONWIDE CAMPAIGN
In 1979, a crisis arose when three states with radioactive waste disposal facilities threatened to
close their doors. Users of radioactive materials formed a coalition with states to convince
Congress that a new system of controls was needed to encourage states to provide access to
existing waste disposal facilities and to foster the development of new facilities. The resulting
framework provided in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980 and the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 has enabled states to cooperatively work to
provide almost continuous access to low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities for twentythree years.
Throughout the 1980’s, radioactive materials users and states joined forces and significant
progress was made. Ten interstate compacts were formed. This alone was an enormous
accomplishment to convince multiple state legislatures to adopt identical legislation to work
cooperatively on a single issue. Congress was persuaded to ratify all ten compacts—again, a
large victory. Meanwhile, radioactive materials users were also supporting efforts to develop
new disposal facilities. Company executives and technical experts participated on siting boards
and at compact meetings, testified in state legislatures, and communicated with local, state, and
federal officials. These efforts resulted in significant progress. Numerous states expended vast
resources to develop disposal facilities. Sites were selected. License applications were
developed and submitted. Regulators conducted extensive application reviews. One license was
actually granted.
Then in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, three events occurred that distracted attention away
from the need for new waste disposal sites, particularly for nuclear utilities. A private company,
Envirocare of Utah, obtained a permit to accept NORM waste in 1988. In 1992, South Carolina
extended access to the disposal facility in Barnwell, South Carolina through1995. But perhaps
the most distracting event of all was a growing national debate about deregulation of electric
utilities. The result of these three events combined was that active political support for state
siting efforts from users of radioactive materials suffered a serious decline. The need for new

waste disposal sites was no longer treated as a high priority issue and fewer resources were
devoted to assuring siting success. The momentum was lost.
As a result, political support in the 1990’s was insufficient to complete the task of developing
new disposal facilities. Efforts were suspended in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. The federal
government denied the transfer of land to California. Nebraska denied the license application,
and North Carolina shut down its license review process. Compacts, states and private
development companies are now in litigation over thwarted siting efforts in California, Nebraska,
and North Carolina.
CURRENT AND FUTURE DISPOSAL AVAILABILITY
Envirocare of Utah is allowed to accept mixed waste and Class A waste from all states outside
the Northwest Compact, provided that the compact or state of origin authorizes the shipment.
The eleven states in the Northwest and Rocky Mountain Compacts continue to have access to the
disposal facility in Hanford, Washington for Classes A, B, and C, and this access is expected to
continue as long as the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act remains intact.
South Carolina law allows limited quantities of waste from outside the Atlantic Compact (CT,
NJ, and SC) to be accepted at the Barnwell facility through June 30, 2008. After that date,
thirty-six states no longer have access to disposal for Class B and C waste.
SUMMARY
Users of radioactive materials may once again experience a disposal crisis in 2008.
It is time for each user of radioactive materials to seriously examine whether reliable, long-term
access to centralized disposal for low-level radioactive waste is important to its core operations.
If a business determines that disposal is critical, then it must make a long-term commitment to
actively participate in the regional and national political efforts necessary to making this
infrastructure a dependable, enduring resource. A network of facilities sufficient to provide for
the disposal needs of radioactive materials users nationwide can only be forged through strong,
consistent, political support. State and compact officials are unlikely to succeed with this job
absent a broad-based political effort.
If companies determine that the benefit of long-term access to low-level radioactive waste
disposal facilities is not worth a significant, long-term expenditure of resources, then they need
to adjust their plans to reflect the strong possibility that no such disposal will be available.

